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ABSTRACT
We dis uss the design and implementation of a ompiler that
translates formulas representing signal pro essing transforms
into eÆ ient C or Fortran programs. The formulas are represented in a language that we all SPL, an a ronym from
Signal Pro essing Language. The ompiler is a omponent
of the SPIRAL system whi h makes use of formula transformations and intelligent sear h strategies to automati ally
generate optimized digital signal pro essing (DSP) libraries.
After a dis ussion of the translation and optimization te hniques implemented in the ompiler, we use SPL formulations of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to evaluate the
ompiler. Our results show that SPIRAL, whi h an be used
to implement many lasses of algorithms, produ es programs
that perform as well as \hard-wired" systems like FFTW.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sin e the advent of digital signal pro essing, there has
been an enormous e ort to obtain high-performan e implementations of signal pro essing algorithms su h as the fast
Fourier transform (FFT). This e ort has produ ed thousands of variants of fundamental algorithms and an equally
large number of implementation te hniques. There have
been more than 4000 papers written on the FFT alone [7℄
and undoubtedly an even greater number of implementations of this algorithm, many of whi h have been arefully
hand-optimized. The ost of these hand optimizations and
their long implementation times are a strong motivation
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to automate the implementation and optimization of signal pro essing algorithms [9℄. To this end, we have designed
SPL [8℄, a domain-spe i language for des ribing and implementing fast signal transforms and related omputations,
and implemented a ompiler that translates formulas written in this language into C or Fortran programs. SPL stands
for Signal Pro essing Language.
The SPL ompiler is a omponent of the SPIRAL system
[13℄, that systemati ally sear hes through algorithm and implementation hoi es to nd an optimal implementation for
a given omputing platform. Figure 1 shows the stru ture of
the SPIRAL system. The algorithmi hoi es are expressed
by mathemati al formulas expressed in SPL, and the implementation hoi es are explored using the SPL ompiler.
The mathemati al nature of SPL programs aids in the automati generation of potential algorithms using a pro ess
alled formula generation. The resulting implementations
are ompared using the performan e evaluation omponent,
whi h returns run times and other performan e metri s obtained by exe uting the ode in the target ma hine or estimated using models. The sear h engine looks for the fastest
implementation out of the set of hoi es produ ed by the
formula generator and SPL ompiler. Due to the exponential size of the sear h spa e, intelligent sear h strategies are
required to make this pro ess feasible.
SPL is a des endent of the TPL (Tensor Produ t Language) [1℄ that was developed for the automati generation
of FFT algorithms. SPL programs are essentially mathemati al formulas des ribing matrix fa torizations. As su h,
they are built using operators from linear algebra and families of parameterized matri es. Su h formulas naturally
arise when des ribing fast signal transforms, where the signal transform orresponds to a matrix-ve tor produ t and
fast algorithms an be represented by a fa torization of the
matrix into a produ t of sparse stru tured matri es [14, 15,
16℄.
The SPL ompiler translates an SPL expression into a
program to ompute the matrix-ve tor produ t of the ma-
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Figure 1: The SPIRAL framework
trix given by the SPL expression following a method rst
outlined in [10℄. The semanti s of the omponents of a SPL
expression are de ned using a template me hanism. This
template me hanism allows the user to in lude additional
operators and matri es in the SPL language. It also provides
a me hanism to ontrol the optimization and ode generation strategies used by the ompiler.
In this paper, we des ribe the translation pro ess and optimization te hniques used by the SPL ompiler and present
performan e data for the ode it generates. We use the
FFT as a ben hmark due to the availability of very highperforman e implementations that an be used to measure
the quality of the ode produ ed by the SPL ompiler. In
parti ular, we show that the ode produ ed is ompetitive
with the best available software pa kages (FFTW [6℄ was
used in our omparison) for performing similar omputations.
Our system is more general than earlier systems, dis ussed
in Se tion 5, that were hard-wired to generate only one lass
of signal pro essing programs. The use of SPL enables our
system to generate any lass of algorithm that an be represented as matrix expressions. Knowledge of parti ular matrix expressions is not in luded in the ompiler, instead this
knowledge is used by the formula generator when SPL programs are reated and manipulated. As long as the algorithms an be des ribed in SPL, all the steps needed to get
a good implementation are automati .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First,
some ba kground information about matrix fa torizations
and SPL are presented in Se tion 2. The organization and
algorithms used by the ompiler are presented in Se tion 3.
Se tion 4 presents performan e results. Finally, on lusions
and future work are dis ussed in Se tion 5.

2. SPL, MATRIX FACTORIZATIONS, AND
FAST SIGNAL TRANSFORMS
In this se tion we review the relationship between fast signal transforms and matrix fa torizations, and we summarize
how SPL an be used to represent matrix fa torizations.

2.1 Matrix Factorizations and Fast Signal Transforms
A signal transform an be represented by the matrixve tor produ t, y = Mx, where the ve tor x denotes the
input signal, the matrix M the transform, and y the trans-
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the previous fa torization an be written as
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and y = Fn x an be omputed in 4 steps:



4
F2 L2 :


F n2

Ln2 : (1)

nx
step (1) : t1 = L

2
F n2
step (2) : t2 =
F n2  t1

I n2
step (3) : t3 =
W n2  t2

I n2 I n2
step (4) : y =
I n2 I n2 t3

This four-step omputation, applied re ursively, is the wellknown Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm. Step (1) is a stride
permutation that an be performed in n operations. Step
(2) omputes two FFTs of size n2 . Step (3) is the produ t
of a diagonal matrix with a ve tor and therefore requires n
operations. Step (4) requires 2 operations per row. The total
number of operations, f (n), is then n + 2f ( n2 ) + n + 2n =
f ( n2 ) + O(n), and, therefore, f (n) = O(nlogn).

The previous fa torizations an be represented more onisely using the tensor produ t. Let A be an m  m matrix
and B be an n  n matrix. The tensor produ t of A and B ,
denoted as A B , is the following mn  mn matrix:
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represents an identi al transformation applied to su essive
sub-ve tors of the input ve tor, and
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represents the same transformation applied to strided subve tors of the input ve tor with stride m.
The FFT fa torization expressed in Equation 1 an be
represented using the tensor produ t notation as follows:
6
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A more general form of the previous fa torization, that
does not require n to be even, is:

Frs = (Fr

Is )Tsrs (Ir

Fs )Lrs
r:

(5)

This is also alled de imation in time FFT.
Other fa torizations are possible by using the identity:

Amm
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Examples of su h fa torizations in lude,
quen y FFT :

(6)

de imation in fre-
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a parallel form of the FFT (Im A an be trivially implemented as a parallel loop):
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and a ve tor form:
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Finally, the following identity further generalizes the previous fa torizations of Fn :

Fn =

Qt
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Lnnii ni+ );


Tnnii+ni+ ) 

(10)

where n = n1    nt , ni = n1    ni 1 , and ni+ = ni+1    nt .
Proof of the above fa torization equations an be found in
[10℄.
Applying this last fa torization re ursively to ea h Fni
until the base ase is equal to F2 leads to an algorithm for
omputing Fn . The spe ial ase when t = 2, n1 = 2, and
n2 = n2 leads to the standard re ursive FFT. Other re ursive
breakdown strategies are obtained by hoosing di erent values for n1 and n2 or by hoosing other fa torizations su h as
those shown above. The spe ial ase when n1 =    nt = 2
leads to the standard iterative, radix-two, FFT. Equation
10 allows us to explore various amounts of re ursion and
iteration along with di erent breakdown strategies.
Other transforms an be fa tored in a similar manner.
These in lude the Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT)

W HT2 = F
;
Q2t
W HT2n =
i=1 (I2n1 2ni 1
and the dis

rete

W HT2ni

I2ni+1 2nt );

osine transform (DCT)

p

DCT II2 = diag(1; 1= 2)  F2 ;
DCT IIn = P  (DCT II n2  DCT IV n2 )  (I n2 F2 )Q ;
DCT IVn = S  DCT IIn  D:
In this last set of equations, P ,Q are permutation matri es,
D, S are diagonal matri es,  is the dire t sum, and AQ
means the onjugation Q 1 AQ.

2.2

The SPL Language

SPL is a onvenient language for des ribing matrix fa torizations, and hen e fast algorithms for omputing matrixve tor produ ts. In parti ular, it an be used for des ribing
fast signal transforms su h as the FFT. SPL expressions are
matrix expressions involving general matri es and parameterized matri es su h as F8 and L32
8 . An SPL expression may
involve a variety of operations in luding omposition, dire t
sum, and tensor produ t. SPL represents matrix operations
in Cambridge Polish notation. For example, ( ompose A
B) represents the matrix produ t A  B . A matrix an be
spe i ed by giving the value of all its elements, or it an
be represented by a parameterized matrix. For example, a
2  2 identity matrix an be represented as (matrix (1 0)
(0 1)), (diagonal (1 1)) or (I 2).
An SPL program ontains one or more SPL expressions
(or formulas). Ea h expression an be optionally pre eded
by de nitions and ompiler dire tives. An SPL formula an
be interpreted as a matrix or, more importantly for our purposes, as a subroutine that a epts a ve tor as the input and
output the result of the orresponding matrix-ve tor produ t. In this se tion, we brie y review the syntax used by
SPL. Further details are available in [8℄.
Typi al omponents of SPL expressions are:
(1) General matri es, for example:
(matrix ((a11 ... a1n) ... (am1 ... amn))
(diagonal (a11 ... ann))
(permutation (k1 ... kn))
(2) Parameterized matri es, for example:
(I n)
; identity matrix
(F n)
; Fourier transform by definition
(L mn n) ; stride permutation matrix
(T mn n) ; twiddle matrix

(3) Matrix operations, for
( ompose A1 ... An)
(tensor A1 ... An)
(dire t-sum A1 ... An)

example:
; matrix produ t
; tensor produ t
; dire t sum

The elements of a matrix an be real or omplex numbers. In SPL, these numbers an be spe i ed as onstant
s alar expressions, whi h may ontain fun tion invo ations
and symboli onstants like pi. Thus, expressions like 12,
1.23, sqrt(2), and ( os(2*pi/3.0),sin(2*pi/3.0)) are
valid s alar SPL expressions. All onstant s alar expressions
are evaluated at ompile-time.
An SPL program may ontain templates, a me hanism to
add new parameterized matri es and matrix operations:
(4) Template definition
(template pattern ondition i- ode-list)

We'll dis uss templates in Se tion 3.
In SPL, a formula an be assigned a name so that it an
be reused elsewhere.
(5) Name assignment
(define name formula)

Lines starting with \#" are ompiler dire tives, and the
ontents between a \;" and the new line are omments.
Compiler dire tives ontrol some of the ompiler a tions.
For example, an SPL formula an be pre eded by a #subname
dire tive to spe ify the name of the subroutine to be generated. Other dire tives in lude: #unroll, whi h ontrols the
loop unrolling; #datatype, whi h spe i es the type (real or
omplex) of the data to be manipulated; #language, that
spe i es the target language; and # odetype, that spe i es
whether the intrinsi type of the input ve tor and intermediate operands will be real or omplex when the target language is Fortran. When the #datatype is omplex and the
# odetype is real, the omplex values will be represented as
pairs of real numbers and, for ea h omplex operation, the
ompiler will generate the orresponding real operations.
To illustrate SPL, onsider the formula:
F16 = (F4 I4 )T416 (I4 F4 )L16
4
where
F4 = (F2 I2 )T24 (I2 F2 )L42
The SPL program orresponding to this formula is
(define F4
( ompose
(tensor
(tensor
#subname fft16
( ompose
(tensor
(tensor

(F 2) (I 2)) (T 4 2)
(I 2)(F 2)) (L 4 2)))
F4 (I 4)) (T 16 4)
(I 4) F4) (L 16 4))

3. THE COMPILER
The SPL ompiler generates a Fortran or C subroutine
for ea h SPL formula. The ompiler pro eeds in ve phases:
parsing, intermediate ode generation, intermediate ode restru turing, optimization, and target ode generation. Ea h
of these phases is des ribed below in separate subse tions.

3.1

Parsing

The parser translates ea h SPL formula into an abstra t
syntax tree (AST) ontaining matrix operations and matries. The AST is binary. N-ary formulas su h as ( ompose
A1 ... An) are asso iated right-to-left. Nested expressions
must be used in order to spe ify a di erent asso iation order.

3.2

Intermediate Code Generation

All SPL operations have to be de ned using templates.
Templates for pre-de ned operations, su h as those orresponding to the parameterize matri es and matrix operations mentioned in Se tion 2.2, are pla ed in a start-up le
that is read by the ompiler before reading the sour e SPL
program. Only when the formula mat hes a template does
the ompiler know the meaning of the formula and an generate ode for it. This approa h provides great exibility and
extensibility. New parameterized matri es and new matrix
operations an be easily added using templates.
A template onsists of: a pattern, a ondition, and an intermediate ode (or i- ode ) sequen e. If an SPL formula
mat hes the pattern and satis es the ondition, then the
SPL formula an be translated into the intermediate ode
spe i ed by the template. Mat hing is attempted in the
reverse order of de nition so that new templates override
earlier ones and in parti ular override pre-de ned templates
that are pro essed by the SPL ompiler as if they were dened at the beginning of the program.
The pattern is an SPL formula that an ontain pattern
variables. All pattern variables end with an unders ore ( ).
Pattern variables that start with a lower- ase letter an
mat h any integer onstant and those that start with an
upper- ase letter an only mat h SPL formulas. For example, the pattern (I n ) mat hes (I 1) or (I 2); and the
pattern ( ompose X Y ) mat hes ( ompose (F 2)(I 3))
or ( ompose ( ompose A B) (tensor (I 2) C)), where A,
B and C are de ned symbols representing formulas. Pattern
variables an not mat h unde ned symbols. For example,
although the pattern (I n) an mat h (I 2), (I 4), and
so on, it an not mat h a generi (I m). This limitation
is onsistent with the fa t that SPL is designed to des ribe
xed-size omputations.
The ondition of a template is a C-style boolean expression, en losed by bra kets. For instan e, a pattern (L m
n ) with ondition [ m ==2*n ℄ will mat h the formula (L
4 2), but not (L 4 1). Here m and n mat hes 4 and 2,
respe tively. The ondition is optional.
I- ode instru tions are Fortran-style \do" loop headers,
\end do" statements, or four-tuples ontaining an operator
and up to three operands. Operators are mainly arithmeti
operations, su h as +, -, *, / and assignment. Operands
an be onstants, pattern variables, s alar variables, ve tor variables, or intrinsi fun tions. If a pattern variable
mat hes an SPL formula, properties of the formula represented as \ omponents" of the pattern variable an be used
as s alar values. For example, if A is a pattern variable,
then A .in size is the size of the input ve tor of the formula
represented by A . Similarly, A .out size is the size of the
output ve tor. S alar variables an be loop indi es (named
$i0, $i1, ...), integer variables (named $r0, $r1, ...), and
oating point or omplex variables (named $f0, $f1, ...).
Ve tor variables an be the input ve tor $in, output ve tor
$out, or temporary ve tors (named $t0, $t1, ...). The subs ripts of ve tor variables are always linear ombinations of

loop indi es with integer oeÆ ients. Intrinsi fun tions are
parameterized s alar fun tion. For example, W(n,k) is an
intrinsi fun tion whi h returns the value !nk . Here n and k
an be s alar onstants or variables.
An example template is the following de nition of the
semanti s of (F n ):
(template (F n_) [n_>0℄
(do $i0 = 0,n_-1
$out($i0) = 0
do $i1 = 0,n_-1
$r0 = $i0 * $i1
$f0 = W(n_ $r0) * $in($i1)
$out($i0) = $out($i0) + $f0
end
end))

Ea h template has six impli it parameters: $in, $out,
$in stride, $out stride, $in offset and $out offset, whi h

represent the input ve tor, the output ve tor, and the strides
and o sets to a ess ea h of these ve tors (these values were
assumed to be 1 in this example to make the ode easier to
understand). Furthermore, the size of the input and output
ve tors, $in size and $out size respe tively, is inferred by
the SPL ompiler from the template.
Templates an be applied re ursively. For example, the
following template de nes the ompose operation.
(template ( ompose A_ B_))
[ A_.in_size == B_.out_size ℄
( B_( $in, $t0, 0, 0, 1, 1 )
A_( $t0, $out, 0, 0, 1, 1 )))

Here, pattern variables A and B are followed by a list
of parameters to be used during expansion of the formula
represented by the pattern variable. The formula ( ompose
(I 2)(F 2)) will mat h this template with A =(I 2) and
B =(F 2). The i- ode sequen e ontains pattern variables,
so the ompiler tries to nd templates whi h mat h the subformulas (I 2) and (F 2), repla ing the two pattern variables and their parameters with the ode generated from the
sub-formulas. The rst parameter of the pattern variables,
$in in the rst instru tion and $t0 in the se ond, will be
used as the value of $in in the mat hing template. The se ond parameter will be used as the value of $out. The other
four parameters orrespond to the o sets and strides for the
input and output ve tors. In this ase, the o sets are always
zero, and the strides are always one.
The pattern an be as elaborate as any SPL formula.
Thus, ode generation strategies an be de ned for all formula patterns regardless of their omplexity. By using the
appropriate template, it is possible to reprodu e the e e t
of some ompiler optimizations.
For example, the SPL formula ( ompose (tensor (I 8)
A) (tensor (I 8) B)) ould be translated into two onse utive loops using a tensor template (twi e) and a ompose
template. To merge these two loops into one, we an dene a template whi h re ognizes the omplete formula and
generates a single loop. The e e t is the same as loop fusion.
Templates an be generated by a sear h engine. Thus, in
a system su h as SPIRAL, the sear h an in lude di erent
formulas, di erent ode generation strategies, and di erent
optimization parameters in a uniform way.

3.3 Intermediate Code Restructuring

We dis uss next three transformations that an be applied
to the i- ode after it is generated by the template me hanism: loop unrolling, intrinsi fun tion evaluation, and type
transformation.

3.3.1 Loop unrolling
The presen e of pattern variables in the templates may
for e the use of loops in the i- ode sequen e. Thus, although
a loop-free i- ode sequen e is possible when the pattern represent a onstant-size parameterized matrix su h as (F 2),
loops are needed for patterns ontaining a variable-size term
su h as (F n ). A template for (F n ) was presented in Se tion 3.2.
However, after mat hing the pattern with a spe i SPL
formula, these loop bounds be ome onstant values. The
ompiler may be dire ted to unroll the loops, fully or partially, to redu e loop overhead and in rease the number of
hoi es in instru tion s heduling. When the loops are fully
unrolled, not only is loop ontrol overhead eliminated but it
also be omes possible to substitute s alar variables for array elements. The use of s alar variables tends to improve
the quality of the ode generated by Fortran and C ompilers whi h are usually unable to analyze odes ontaining
array subs ripts even if the subs ripts are onstants. The
downside of unrolling is the in rease in ode size.
In SPL, the degree of unrolling an be spe i ed for the
whole program or for a single formula. For example, with
the ommand-line option \-B 32", all the loops in those subformulas whose input ve tor is smaller than or equal to 32
are fully unrolled. To see how to ontrol loop unrolling for
individual formulas, onsider the following SPL program:
#datatype real
#unroll on
(define I2F2 (tensor (I 2)(F 2)))
#unroll off
#subname I64F2
(tensor (I 32) I2F2)

It generates the following Fortran sequen e where the unrolled version of I2F2 appears as the body of the loop:
subroutine I64F2(y,x)
impli it real*8(f)
impli it integer(r)
real*8 y(128),x(128)
do i0 = 0, 31
y(4*i0+1) = x(4*i0+1)
y(4*i0+2) = x(4*i0+1)
y(4*i0+3) = x(4*i0+3)
y(4*i0+4) = x(4*i0+3)
end do

+
+
-

x(4*i0+2)
x(4*i0+2)
x(4*i0+4)
x(4*i0+4)

In the generated ode, the input and output ve tor is named
as x and y, respe tively.

3.3.2 Intrinsic function evaluation
All intrinsi fun tions are evaluated at ompile-time. If
all the parameters of an intrinsi fun tion are onstant, the
intrinsi fun tion invo ation is repla ed by its value. If one
or more of the parameters are loop indi es and the others are
onstant, then the ompiler evaluates the intrinsi fun tion
for all possible values of the loop indi es, pla es these values
in a table, and repla es the intrinsi fun tion invo ation with
a referen e to the table a essed through the loop indi es.

Ultra5
333MHz UltraSPARC
IIi
L1 a he 16KB/16KB
L2 a he 2MB
Memory 128MB
OS
Solaris 7

Origin 200
180MHz
MIPS
R10000
32KB/32KB
1MB
384MB
IRIX64 6.5

Compiler Sun Work- MIPSpro
shop 5.0
7.3.1.1m

PC
400MHz
Pentium II
16KB/16KB
512KB
256MB
Linux kernel
2.2.18
eg s 1.1.2

Table 1: Experiment platforms

1

Normalized performance (default optimization=1)

Model
CPU

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

The SPL ompiler applies onstant folding, opy propagation, ommon subexpression elimination, and dead ode
elimination. These default optimizations are applied in a
single pass using a value numbering algorithm. Both s alar
variables and array elements are handled by the optimizations. Performing onventional optimizations in the SPL
ompiler was ne essary to improve the quality of the ode
generated by the native Fortran and C ompilers we used in
our experiments.
To demonstrate the e e t of the optimizations applied by
the SPL ompiler, we sele ted a set of 45 SPL formulas, and
generated three versions of Fortran ode for ea h of them.
Figure 2 shows the normalized performan e measured on the
three platforms listed in Table 1. The three versions of Fortran ode are: (1) no optimization; (2) repla ing temporary
ve tors with s alar variables; (3) default optimization. All
these versions are ompiled by the orresponding ba k-end
ompiler with the maximum optimization turned on. The
performan e data is obtained by taking the inverse of the
exe ution time, and then normalizing with respe t to the
performan e of the version with default optimization.
The e e t of default optimizations depend on the platform
and the ba k-end ompiler. In the SPARC ma hine (Figure
2), repla ing array elements with s alar variables improved
the performs by 60 per ent, the default optimizations introdu ed similar amount of improvement. On the Pentium
II ma hine, hanging array elements to s alar variables did
not help mu h, while the default optimizations improved
the performan e by a fa tor of two. On the MIPS ma hine,
however, the e e t of these optimizations was insigni ant.
It means the MIPSpro ompiler did a good job in standard
optimizations.
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3.3.3 Type transformation
The input and output ve tors of the subroutine generated
by the SPL ompiler ould be either real or omplex. If the
type is omplex and the target language is Fortran, the ompiler ould generate either omplex intrinsi types or a pair
of real numbers for ea h o urren e of a omplex s alar. The
advantage of using omplex type is that the resulting ode is
shorter and learer. However, of the popular imperative languages only Fortran supports omplex data type. Furthermore, in our experiments we de ided to use only Fortran
odes based on real numbers be ause this enabled further
optimizations, su h as the repla ement of multipli ation by
i (the square root of 1) with a swap instru tion followed
by a negation instru tion.
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An additional e e t of these optimizations is that they
improve the readability of the target ode by avoiding mu h
of the redundant ode that would be generated otherwise.
The ompiler also applies two, ma hine-dependent, peephole optimizations. One repla es unary minus operators on
double pre ision operands with subtra tion operations or
negative onstants. For example, the ompiler generates
\f2=0-f1" instead of \f2=-f1", and \f2=(-7)*f1" instead
of \f2=-7*f1". The reason is that, on SPARC systems,
arithmeti negation is a single pre ision instru tion and it
takes at least six y les for the oating point unit to swit h
between single pre ision mode and double pre ision mode.
Another optimization de lares all temporary variables as
\automati " so they will be allo ated on the sta k. Many
Fortran ompiler, by default, regards all variables as stati .
This transformation led to signi ant performan e improvements on SPARC systems. Both of these transformations
are ma hine-spe i and may not have a positive e e t on
ma hines other than the SPARC.

3.5 Target Code Generation
In addition to generating ode in di erent target languages, the SPL ompiler an add stride and o set information to the input and output ve tors, so that the omputation an be performed and the result stored in ve tor
elements that are not onse utive and do not start at the
beginning of the ve tor. For example, if the input stride is
2, the output stride is 4 and both o sets are 1, then the
ode generated for (I 2) will opy x(1), x(3) to y(1), y(5)
(suppose subs ripts start from 0). The ompiler also an
ve torize the resulting ode by adding an outer loop to the
the ode so the omputation hanges from A to A Im ,
where m is a parameter and A is a formula.

4. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the SPL ompiler, we present results on ode
generation of the FFT transforms F2i , with i between 1 and
20. We used a simple sear h strategy in these experiments.
More elaborate strategies are possible and they may produ e
odes with better performan e than the odes tabulated in
this paper. However, the simple strategy we used was sufient to mat h the performan e of the odes generated by
FFTW and demonstrate the viability of this approa h.
Our sear h strategy pro eeded by rst sear hing for a good
implementation for small-size transforms, 2 to 64, and then
sear hing for a good implementation for larger size transforms that use the small-size results as basi omputation
modules. For the small sizes, we used dynami programming
over all possible fa torizations using Equation 10 (Se tion
2.1) and, for ea h size, we sele ted the fa torization with
the lowest exe ution time. For larger sizes, we also used dynami programming over the fa torization obtained by using
the equation

Frs = (Fr

Is )Tsrs (Ir

Fs )Lrs
r

with the restri tion that r  64. The formula was applied
re ursively to Fs until s  64. In the ase of large-size
FFTs the dynami programming algorithm kept the three
best results at ea h stage instead of just one as is usually
done. To generate ode for large size FFTs, templates for
Fr , 2  r  64, were reated using for the intermediate
ode omponent the out ome of the sear h for small-size

transforms. The reason we hose this strategy is that it
parallels the strategy followed by FFTW.
The experiments were arried out on the same platforms
as des ribed in Table 1. In the rest of this se tion, we rst
present the performan e results for small-size transforms,
then the results for larger sizes. In ea h ase, we ompare
performan e with FFTW.

4.1

Small Size FFTs

For small-size problems, after some trial and error, we
found that it is usually better to generate straight-line ode
be ause loop ontrol overhead is eliminated and all the temporary variables an be s alars. Using s alars enables the
ba k-end ompiler to do a better optimization job. Furthermore, for small-size transforms, ode size does not a e t
performan e.
For a given FFT size, the number of operations generated by the ompiler is xed, and the performan e depends
ex lusively on fa tors su h as register allo ation, memory
a ess pattern, and instru tion s heduling. These fa tors
are in uen ed by the order in whi h the instru tions appear
in the sour e program. We found this order to be an important fa tor despite the fa t that optimizing ompilers are
supposed to do instru tion reordering. In the experiments
reported here, the di erent omputation orders were ex lusively the result of using di erent formulas. For example,
the following two formulas are di erent fa torizations of F8 :
; ommon definition
(define F4
( ompose (tensor (F 2)(I 2) (T 4 2)
(tensor (I 2)(F 2)) (L 4 2))))
; formula-1
( ompose (tensor (F 2)(I 4)) (T 8 4)
(tensor (I 2) F4) (L 8 2))
; formula-2
( ompose (tensor F4 (I 2)) (T 8 2)
(tensor (I 4)(F 2)) (L 8 4))

The orresponding Fortran ode using omplex arithmeti s
perform the same omputations but in di erent order:
; formula-1
f0 = x(1) + x(5)
f1 = x(1) - x(5)
f2 = x(3) + x(7)
f3 = x(3) - x(7)
f4 = (0,-1)*f3
f5 = f0 + f2
f6 = f0 - f2
f7 = f1 + f4
f8 = f1 - f4
f9 = x(2) + x(6)
f10 = x(2) - x(6)
f11 = x(4) + x(8)
f12 = x(4) - x(8)
f13 = (0,-1)*f12
f14 = f9 + f11
f15 = f9 - f11
f16 = f10 + f13
f17 = f10 - f13
f18 = (0.7,-0.7)*f16
f19 = (0,-1) * f15

; formula-2
f0 = x(1) + x(5)
f1 = x(1) - x(5)
f2 = x(2) + x(6)
f3 = x(2) - x(6)
f4 = x(3) + x(7)
f5 = x(3) - x(7)
f6 = x(4) + x(8)
f7 = x(4) - x(8)
f8 = (0.7,-0.7)*f3
f9 = (0,-1) * f5
f10 = (-0.7,-0.7)*f7
f11 = f0 + f4
f12 = f0 - f4
f13 = f2 + f6
f14 = f2 - f6
f15 = (0,-1)*f14
y(1) = f11 + f13
y(5) = f11 - f13
y(3) = f12 + f15
y(7) = f12 - f15

f20 = (-0.7,-0.7)*f17
y(1) = f5 + f14
y(5) = f5 - f14
y(2) = f7 + f18
y(6) = f7 - f18
y(3) = f6 + f19
y(7) = f6 - f19
y(4) = f8 + f20
y(8) = f8 - f20
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For FFTs of size 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64, dynami programming was used on the formulas generated by Equation
10. Ea h formula was passed to the SPL ompiler with the
unrolling ag turned on to enfor e the generation of straightline (loop free) ode.
We ompared with the performan e of the FFTW odelets,
a set of optimized straight-line ode for small-size FFTs.
These odelets a ept two parameters, \istride" and \ostride",
whi h are used to ontrol the a ess to the input and output
ve tors. For ea h odelet, we measured the performan e of
the original ode and of a modi ed version involving fewer
instru tions be ause it assumes that the stride is always 1.
The modi ed version was expe ted to be faster be ause it
ontains fewer instru tions. However, this was not always
true. On the SPARC ma hine, the modi ed version performed no better than the original version and, in some
ases, it was mu h slower. One explanation is that stride
omputations are integer operations that an be exe uted
in parallel with oating point operations and removing the
stride does not ne essarily redu e exe ution time. Variability aused by s heduling strategies probably a ount for the
slowdown.
Figure 3 ompares the performan e of the ode generated
by the SPL ompiler for small size FFTs after performing the
sear h des ribed above with the performan e of the FFTW
odelets. The performan e is measured in terms of \pseudo
MFlops", whi h is a value al ulated by using the equation
5Nlog2 N , where N is the size of FFT and t is the exe ution
t
time in mi rose onds. The performan e of the odes generated by the SPL ompiler is very lose to the performan e
of the FFTW odelets.
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Figure 3: Performan e for small-size FFTs)

64

f20 = f1 + f9
f21 = f1 - f9
f22 = f8 + f10
f23 = f8 - f10
f24 = (0,-1)*f23
y(2) = f20 + f22
y(6) = f20 - f22
y(4) = f21 + f24
y(8) = f21 - f24

Large Size FFTs

We de ided to use straight-line ode only for FFT sizes less
than 64 in part to parallel FFTW but also be ause straightline ode for FFT sizes greater than 64 do not t in the
a he of the SPARC we used in our experiments.
For FFT sizes larger than 64, we fa tored the formula
into FFTs of size 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, or 64, and implemented the
omputation using loops ontaining the straight-line odes
generated for the small-size FFTs as dis ussed above. We
used the best program resulting from the previous sear h
under the assumption that a good formula for small size
FFTs also ould be a good sub-formula for larger size FFTs.
It is possible we ould have missed the a tual best formula
but following this approa h signi antly redu ed the sear h
spa e and made the sear h for large-size FFTs possible.
In this experiment, the sear h spa e was restri ted to binary Cooley-Tukey style fa torization, as expressed in Equation 5 (Se tion 2.1), and to right-most fa torization. This
means that when a FFT of size N is fa tored into two subFFTs of size N1 and N2 , the sub-FFT of size N1 will not
be fa tored further. Only the se ond sub-FFT ould be
fa tored again. Again, this de ision paralleled FFTW and
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redu ed the size of the sear h spa e.
The sear h strategy we used for large-size FFTs is a modi ed version of dynami programming. Ordinary dynami
programming keeps the best result for ea h size. Our version keeps the three best results for ea h size. This strategy
in reases the han e of nding the best formulas be ause
the best formula for one size is not ne essarily also the best
sub-formula for a larger size.
In FFTW, large-size FFTs are omputed re ursively using three omponents: the planner, the exe utor, and the
odelets. The planner sear hes for an optimal fa torization
at run-time using dynami programming. This fa torization, alled a plan, is then interpreted by the exe utor. The
exe utor alls to the odelets in the order spe i ed by the
plan. FFTW also has an option to sele t plan by \estimating" instead of measuring the exe ution time. This option
saves time and memory.
The performan e results for FFT of size 27 to 220 are
shown in Figure 4. One line (labeled \SPL") represents the
performan e of the loop ode generated by SPL ompiler, a
se ond line (labeled \FFTW") represents the performan e
of FFTW when the the plan is hosen by measuring the exe ution time, and a third line (labeled \FFTW estimate")
represents the performan e of FFTW when the plan is hosen using estimation. The time for planning in FFTW was
ex luded from the measurement.
As was the ase for small-size FFTs, the performan e of
the ode generated by the SPL ompiler is similar to the
performan e of FFTW.
In addition to the performan e, we also measured memory requirements. Figure 5 shows that the memory required
to run the ode generated by the SPL ompiler is similar to
the memory required by \FFTW estimate". More memory
is required for FFTW to nd a plan by measuring the exeution time. However, this is not a signi ant issue, be ause
in FFTW one an save the plan to a le and re-use it in later
sessions.
An interesting observation of the performan e urves in
Figure 4 is that there are two large drops in ea h graph. For
example, for the SPARC ma hine, they happened at size 29
and 216 . By analyzing the size of individual segments of the
exe utables, we found out that the drops are related to the
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Figure 6: A ura y of FFT omputation
data a he. The size of data segment ex eeded L1 a he
limit (16KB) when the problem size rea hed 29 , and exeeded L2 a he limit (2MB) when the problem size rea hed
216 . The next limitation would be the physi al memory size.
Our SPARC ma hine has 128MB memory, about 90MB of
whi h an be used to run a spe i program. For this reason, from size 221 to size 222 we expe t to see another performan e drop. The urves of the other two ma hines have
similar shapes.
It is not surprising that our loop ode mat hed the performan e of FFTW's re ursive ode. Our loop ode was generated by applying re ursive fa torization rules and hen e followed the same omputation order and data a ess pattern
of the re ursive ode used by FFTW. One possible drawba k
of the loop ode is that ode size may in rease faster than
re ursive ode be ause re ursive ode an re-use \ odelets"
while loop ode has to dupli ate them. Our analysis, however, showed that the in rease of ode size was very slow.
The size of the text segment of the loop ode for size 220
was only 50 per ent larger than that of size 27 .
Finally, we measured the a ura y of the omputation represented by these ode by using the pa kage ben hfft [4℄.
Figure 6 shows the relative error of FFT of ea h size.

5. RELATED WORK
Our approa h is similar to that used by FFTW [5, 6℄.
However, FFTW is spe i to the FFT. Sin e the algorithm
and implementation are mixed in the pa kage, it's not easy
to extend the ability to other algorithms. A re ent work
by [17℄ showed how to modify FFTW to support dis rete
osine transform. However, doing this requires a good understanding of the internal me hanism of FFTW, espe ially
the ompiler that generates the odelets. This requirement
is too mu h for an ordinary user. Our use of SPL allows
us to implement and optimize a far more general set of
programs. FFTW also utilizes a spe ial purpose ompiler.
However, their ompiler is based on built-in ode sequen es
for a xed set of FFT algorithms and is used for generating
only odelets. FFTW uses runtime dynami programming
to sear h for eÆ ient implementations, while our approa h
performs sear h at ompile-time and allows more exible
sele tion of sear h algorithm and sear h spa e.

Similar to the work in FFTW is the pa kage des ribed in
[11℄ for omputing the Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT).
This work is loser in spirit to the work in this paper in that
the di erent algorithms onsidered are expressed mathemati ally and the sear h is arried out over a spa e of formulas.
Similar to FFTW, the WHT pa kage is restri ted to a spei transform, and a ode generator restri ted to the WHT
is used rather than a ompiler.
Another losely related work is EXTENT [3℄, whi h uses
tensor produ t to represent blo k re ursive algorithms and
uses a translator to generate programs in high-level languages. Our work di ers from EXTENT in several way:
at rst, we provide a language for des ribing algorithms,
while in EXTENT an \appli ation subsystem" has to be
added for every algorithm. Se ondly, our use of templates
enable us to extend the algorithm de ning language and to
hange the ode generation strategy without modifying the
system; while in EXTENT, ode generation is built into the
translator so that it doesn't have this exibility; thirdly, in
EXTENT performan e data is fed ba k to the user for manual performan e tuning; while we use sear h to automate
the tuning pro edure.
Also related to our approa h is the ATLAS proje t, whose
goal is portable high performan e implementation of the
Basi Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS) [18℄. They isolate ma hine spe i operations to several routines that deal
with performing optimized on- hip, a he ontained matrix
multiply. General matrix multiply is built from these basi
routines. The basi routines are reated by a ode generator
that sear hes for the orre t blo king and loop unrolling fa tors based on timing information. PHiPAC[2℄ presents some
guidelines for writing ompiler friendly high performan e C
programs and makes use of ode generators to reate speial purpose (for matrix multiply) C ode that follows these
guidelines. Their ode generators are parameterized so that
they an tune performan e by sear hing over these parameters. Our work di ers from theirs in that they are fo using
on general linear algebra routines, while we are interested
in di erent signal transform algorithms. Furthermore, their
ode generators are hand- oded, while we an automate the
entire pro edure through the use of a domain-spe i language and ompiler.
We use ompile-time sear h to nd optimal implementations. Kisuki and Knijnenberg [12℄ presented similar ideas
using the term \iterative ompilation". They experimented
with loop tiling, loop unrolling and array padding with different parameters, as well as di erent sear h algorithms.
Their results appear to be good ompared with stati sele tion algorithms. One di eren e between their work and
ours is that we allow a wider range of sear h obje ts be ause,
in addition to ompiler options, input programs an be in
the sear h spa e.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a domain-spe i language, SPL, and
ompiler for representing and implementing signal pro essing algorithms. The SPL ompiler applies several optimizations and transformations and is extensible in that new operators and their semanti s an be introdu ed using a pattern
mat hing me hanism and templates. When the ompiler is
ombined with an algorithm generator and a sear h engine,
as is the ase in SPIRAL, it is possible to automati ally
sear h for optimal implementations. This paper shows that

when the ompiler is in orporated into a sear h of FFT fa torizations, it produ es library routines that are ompetitive
in their performan e with those generated by FFTW. The
SPL ompiler, however, is more general in that it an generate libraries not only for FFT omputations, as is the ase
with FFTW, but also for many other lasses of algorithms.
The results presented in the paper illustrate the power of
domain-spe i languages and ompilers. By fo using on a
parti ular domain, the pro ess of generating highly-tuned
ode an be automated to a degree that is not possible in
more general ontexts, at least with today's te hnology. The
signal pro essing domain is parti ularly attra tive be ause
of the many appli ations of signal pro essing algorithms and
the degree of interest that exist today in these appli ations.
However, signal pro essing is not ne essarily better suited
for an approa h like the one dis ussed in this paper than
other problem domains. It is likely, therefore, that we will
see many more domain-spe i proje ts in other areas in the
near future.
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